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CLIx programmes in schools follow certain processes to ensure that the ﬂow of activities leads to
quality implementation. The process starts with the readiness of schools in terms of labs (computer
and science) infrastructure, which is crucial for ICT-enabled learning. To align the modules with the
school curriculum and integrate it with state’s goals, the state academic body (SCERT, etc.) and the
CLIx subject teams work together. The CLIx programme has no ICT instructor responsible for
ICT-enabled content teaching; teachers are the pivot in implementation. As primary agents for
developing new content, teachers are enabled to use ICT for both, teaching and their own learning. To
this end, CLIx oﬀers a postgraduate certiﬁcation programme to teachers and teacher educators
for their professional development. For school-level implementation, readiness of computer lab,
micro planning, batching of students and timetabling are critical. Regular monitoring and evaluation
are essential to provide needed support to teachers and schools.
School Readiness - ICT @ School labs
• School computer and science lab infrastructure mapping
• Purchase, procurement and installations
Step 1 • Lab readiness sign oﬀs

Curricular Adaption and Localization

Step 2

• Review and engagement with SCERT curriculum group
• Student modules integration into state textbooks

Teacher Education Preparation
• Subject wise teacher educators group
• Induction and orientation of teacher educators on
academic mentoring
Step 3

School Level Planning or Preparations

INSET for Teachers

Step 4

Step 6

• Registration and launch of certiﬁcation programme
for teachers courses:
(A) Foundation (B) Subject (C) Electives
• Support teachers for device and data plans

• Head teachers’ orientation
• Timetabling and batching
Step 5 • Installation of CLIx modules in schools

Community of Practice

Implementation

Assessment, Monitoring
and Evaluation

• Academic support for teachers

Module implementation by
teachers for students

• Assessment of learning
outcomes–research
• Regular school visits
• Technical support
• Lab maintenance
• Monitoring, report cards

• Continuous tech enabled
interactions with experts and
peers

Step 7

Digital Literacy
English
Maths
Science

Step 8

Tools for Implementation
CLIx has designed certain tools which work both online and oﬄine to check ﬁeld readiness, to manage
and resolve technical issues and to regularly monitor programme implementation in schools. All the
data gathered through these tools is aggregated, analysed and reported on a dashboard fortnightly.
Reports can also be generated at the state, district and school levels.

Tools for Implementation

School Readiness

To check the readiness of all the essential components (computer lab
infrastructure, print materials, science lab materials, etc.) required to
implement CLIx or ICT-integrated modules

Implementation
Monitoring

To monitor the quality of implementation and provide support to
teachers and feedback to the design team

Issue Management
Tracker

To report any technical issues or problems of the computer lab
(hardware or software) and tracking and managing issues

To maintain an online dashboard to view status of module implementation

Programme Monitoring
(state, district, school level), ICT and computer lab infrastructure,
Dashboard
technical issues, etc
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